Host Klord says:
Prologue: Hayden remains in orbit of Sekans and the CSO is largely healed. LRS show a one man shuttle pod on an intercept orbit.
Host Klord says:
<<<Resume mission>>>
CSO_Lys says:
::leaning against a wall in the TL making his way to the bridge::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::exits the TL slowly stepping onto the bridge, making his way to the RR::
CTO_Davidson says:
::sitting at tactical:: Self: This still feel weird.
CEO_Ivanova says:
::doing analysis on the new technical data::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Sitting in her ready room...going over the reports.::
CMO_Bishop says:
::at her station pouring over scan upon scan as she looks for her microprobe::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::taps the door chime to the RR::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Her console beeping, she returns to the pilots seat and looks out the screen.  There is a feeling of impatience::
Host CO_Skye says:
Door: Enter.
CSO_Lys says:
::arrives on the bridge and steps out of the lift, limping slightly as he moves to his position::
CTO_Davidson says:
*CO*: Captain...I have shuttle on LRS on an intercept course.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::enters the RR::CO: You wanted to see me Captain?
Host CO_Skye says:
::Groans:: *CTO*: Life signs?
Host Klord says:
Action: one of the merchant ships breaks orbit and heads towards the pod
Host CO_Skye says:
::Motions to the XO to have a seat while she waits for the CTO's response.::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Reaching over, she hits the communication button.::  COMM:  Hayden, this is the USS Stol.  Permission to come aboard.
CTO_Davidson says:
*CO*: One Humanoid life form...one of the merchant ships is breaking orbit and heading toward the pod.
CSO_Lys says:
::hearing the voice play over the bridge speakers, he perks up and smiles::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::sits, grimacing as the lacerations let him know they are still around::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::hears the CTO::CO: That is not good.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CO/XO: I am a little nervous being around here do to what happened to Ens. Lenard.
CEO_Ivanova says:
::looking a little nervous::
CSO_Lys says:
::replies:: COM:CIV: Coreena?  Permission granted.  ::overhears the CTO::
Host CO_Skye says:
*CTO*: Tractor the shuttle...if need be put us between the other ship and the shuttle pod.
OPS_Lys says:
@::A smile that has long been missing, breaks::  COMM:  CSO:  I will be there soon.  Will you meet me?
CTO_Davidson says:
*CO*: Aye Captain...
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: We'll have to lower our shields to bring the pod aboard Captain.
CSO_Lys says:
::worried::  COM: OPS: Stay away from the advancing ship!
CTO_Davidson says:
COMM: Stol: Stand By please...
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: It looks like this will have to wait...
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Lets head to the bridge.
CSO_Lys says:
CTO: Arm phasers and lock on to that vessel
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::gets up, following her::
OPS_Lys says:
@COMM: CSO:  Stay away?
CEO_Ivanova says:
CO: We could try putting shields on one side of the ship ma'am.
CTO_Davidson says:
CSO: Commander I am going try and put us between the shuttle and the merchant ship...but the merchant ship will get there before us.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Exits the RR and heads to the bridge.:: CTO: Report.
CSO_Lys says:
CTO: Take out its engines, fire at will.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Picking up the ship on sensors, she takes the shuttle into an arc.::
CMO_Bishop says:
::feels her mind wander off again and snaps herself out of her trance::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::sits in his seat, watching the merchant ship approach the shuttle::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::managing power::
CSO_Lys says:
::attempts to lock onto Coreena with the transporter::
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain a shuttle pod is on an intercept course. A merchant ship is approaching the shuttle...the merchant ship will intercept the Shuttle before we do...I have a phaser lock on there main engines ready to fire at your command.
Host Klord says:
Action: the merchant ship takes the hit and the engines shut down... then it locks a tractor on the pod
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: Mr. Lys, remember what happened last time we did a transport.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Open fire...Take out their transporters as well
Host CO_Skye says:
OPS: On screen
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: They have locked a tractor on the shuttle...
OPS_Lys says:
@::Frowns as the shuttle lurches to a stop.::  COMM:  CSO:  I have a problem.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Fire on their tractor beam
CTO_Davidson says:
::fires phasers at their tractor emitter::
CEO_Ivanova says:
:::managing the phase variance of the shield emitters::
CSO_Lys says:
COM: OPS: Working on it... I'll have you home in a moment.
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>*CMO*: Doctor, I have Ensign Lenard's body ready.
CSO_Lys says:
::torn between his wife and the XO's words... his wife winning out::
Host CO_Skye says:
OPS: Get ready to beam the person in.... CTO: It'll mean we have to drop shields...same routine as last time.
CTO_Davidson says:
COM: Stol: You can disable their tractor beam if you send a feedback pulse along their tractor be...
CSO_Lys says:
::looks up at Sam, grateful that she has made the decision::
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: Ready captain...
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::watches::
CSO_Lys says:
CO: I have a lock Captain.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Looks out at the screen curiously, wondering what she came back to.::
CEO_Ivanova says:
CTO: Might that cause damage to the shuttle?
CMO_Bishop says:
*Manning*: Thanks Vince, any word on that probe? You're keeping your eye on the other one aren't you?
Host CO_Skye says:
OPS: Lock tractor beam...let's tractor it just out of transporter range.
CTO_Davidson says:
::locks a tractor beam on the shuttle:: CO: Got it!
OPS_Lys says:
@::Feeling another lurch, looks down at the sensors and relaxes.::
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: Take us out of transporter range.
Host Klord says:
Action: the Hayden’s LR comm system suddenly shuts down
CSO_Lys says:
::holds his breath::
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain...our LR Comm system just went down
CMO_Bishop says:
<Manning>*CMO*: It's still inactive. I've got Abbott watching it so if it makes a move we'll know about it....
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::shakes his head:: We are in over our heads...
CEO_Ivanova says:
CSO: I was thinking that we look for the area of comm systems for the nanoprobe.
CSO_Lys says:
::ignores the CEO as he is focusing on his wife, waiting for Sam's next order ::
CEO_Ivanova says:
Computer: Run a diagnosis on long-range communication and access.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Taking a deep breath, she sits back, unable to do anything and not wanting to disrupt whatever was going on, her faith in her husband and crew.::
Host CO_Skye says:
CSO: Coreena, can you reroute our communications through one of the shuttles communications systems?
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::walks over to ENG 1 station joining Ivanova:: Have any idea why we lost long-range comm?
CSO_Lys says:
CO: I can probably modulate a pulse through one of the sensor pallets... it will be limited but she'll pick it up.
CEO_Ivanova says:
XO: It seems that the nanoprobe ate up the system. It is behaving, as it is sentient.
CEO_Ivanova says:
XO: Sir.
CSO_Lys says:
::starts taping away at his console, setting up the program::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CEO: If it can eat that, what else can it eat?
CEO_Ivanova says:
::turns to the XO: XO: It is going to take a new system from storage.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::nods::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Starting to get nervous:: COMM:  CSO:  Is there a problem with my coming aboard?
Host CO_Skye says:
COM: Shuttle pod.  This is Captain Samantha Skye of the USS Hayden.  Can you respond?
CSO_Lys says:
COM: OPS: We just need to get away from the planet love, I'll explain when you get aboard.
Host CO_Skye says:
*CMO*: How goes the search for the nanoprobe?
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CEO: Hold off on the repairs; let's see if Mr. Lys idea will work.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Sits up straight, confused at the familiar voice.::  COMM:  CO:  Commander?
CSO_Lys says:
CO: I still have a lock and we are out of range of the planet and the vessels in orbit.
CMO_Bishop says:
::sighs:: *CO* It goes Sam... But honestly, it feels useless... with a thing that size on a ship this size... who knows where the bloody thing can be?
CEO_Ivanova says:
*EO*: Ensign Blogivich, I want you to get a team to work on replacing the comm system.
CEO_Ivanova says:
<NPC_EO>: Yes, ma'am.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::goes back to his seat, sitting slowly::
Host CO_Skye says:
COM: OPS: We're out of transporter range.  We'll drop the tractor and shields for only a moment, See that you get yourself in quickly.
CTO_Davidson says:
CO:I am ready to drop shields Captain...
OPS_Lys says:
@COMM:  CO:  Understood.
CSO_Lys says:
CO: Captain ::grabs Sam's eye and let's her know that he needs to go meet Coreena::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Her hand hovers over the controls, waiting for the ship to release her.::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: When she's right outside the transporter room, drop shields...
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: Apparently the loose probe has permanently disabled long range com.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Looks back hearing Talan's tone.....Heads back to his console.  Quietly.:: CSO: Mr. Lys?
CMO_Bishop says:
::overhears the XO:: XO: Where is the LR comm system located? We might be able to narrow down the search to that area of the ship....
CEO_Ivanova says:
CO/XO/CSO: One area we should look for is in plastics to look for the probe. That was what the insulation was made of.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: Let's hope it doesn't have a craving for gel-packs or something more vital.
CSO_Lys says:
::voice low:: CO: Sam... Can you do without me for a few minutes?
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Let's hope not....
OPS_Lys says:
@::Heading for the shuttle she enters the shuttle bay, bringing the shuttle in.::
Host CO_Skye says:
<w>CSO: A very few, Talan....
CTO_Davidson says:
::drops shields to allow the shuttle to dock::
CSO_Lys says:
::nods and heads for the lift::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Once she's in, Shields up at full.
OPS_Lys says:
::As the shuttle lands, she begins shutdown procedures, moving quickly.::
CSO_Lys says:
TL: Main Shuttle bay, direct route no stops.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: I didn't realize that was Mr. Lys wife on that shuttle.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CO/XO/CSO/MO: I think we should be looking for polymers.  Maybe we can lure it with that.
CTO_Davidson says:
::puts back up shields:: CO: Already done captain.
OPS_Lys says:
::Finishing, she heads back to the shuttle and grabs her overstuffed duffle bag.::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Heads back to her seat.::  XO: No reason you would.....
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO/CSO/CO/XO: We should probably search for some kind of path of destruction too... if it can leave one in a human... it can leave one in anything solid...
CSO_Lys says:
::the lift quickly arrives at the bay and he rushes out to find his wife, his limp more pronounced as he tries to run, heads to the back of the shuttle::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: I'm not sure polymers are the answer......What else could it be?
Host CO_Skye says:
CMO: Continue the search.... anything we have that you need, you have it.
OPS_Lys says:
::Lugging the bag over a shoulder, she opens the door and steps down.::
CEO_Ivanova says:
CO: We could look for other materials used for insulation.
CSO_Lys says:
::Talan is there at the foot of the shuttle::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Look into it.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CO: Yes Ma'am.
OPS_Lys says:
::Blinking, she drops her bag and swiftly wraps her arms around him::  CSO:  Never again... never again...
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: Communication subsystems are on Deck 2 I believe.
CEO_Ivanova says:
XO: I would like to take a look at it myself, sir.
CMO_Bishop says:
::gets up and goes to the railing, looking down at the CO:: CO: Sam, I'm getting more concerned. With that robot attack, I can't help but think that this microprobe might be trying to help them somehow...
CEO_Ivanova says:
XO: With the help of the doctor.
CSO_Lys says:
::holds his wife tightly to him::  ~~~OPS: I've missed you so...~~~  ::kisses her deeply, so happy to have her back and have her safe::
Host CO_Skye says:
CMO: The tought has crossed my mind.
OPS_Lys says:
::Clutching him tightly returning the kiss, tears slowly rolling down her cheek.::
CTO_Davidson says:
CMO:Help how? its taken out our LR Comm system. How can that be helping?
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: Take us back toward the planet...
Host CO_Skye says:
<FCO> CO: Aye...
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Slave SCI sensors to TAC.  Let me know if you see anything "interesting" on the planet, let me know.
CSO_Lys says:
::for a moment the hell of the recent past is forgotten as his wife is back with him, he feels more calm than he has in some time::
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO/CTO: Maybe the LR comm system was something like food or nutrients for the probe. Aren't plastics used in nanoprobes.
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks over at the CTO:: CTO: Them, Lieutenant... the probe could be helping them.... when I lost it, it took on a mind of it's own and wandered off... who's to say these robots didn't send it information?
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::thinks Round 2 is upcoming::
CTO_Davidson says:
::slaves over SCI to Tac:: CO: Done captain...should I try to launch another probe?
OPS_Lys says:
::Sighs, contented.  Takes a deep breath and looks up at him with a smile::  CSO: Everyone all right?
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO:  Not yet...I don't want it to come back to bite us in the butt.
CSO_Lys says:
::looks into her eyes and doesn't speak, his eyes telling her all that she needs to know::
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: I was thinking a recon probe could get past the defense net and take some readings of the planet surface. 
OPS_Lys says:
::Wraps her arms tightly back around him, just holding him and needing to be held.::
CEO_Ivanova says:
CTO/CMO: Maybe it was trying to prevent a hostile ship from finding the comm signal.
CMO_Bishop says:
::shakes her head:: CEO/CTO/CO: I can't see that. The only thing I think is that it's searching for something... it probably took out LR communications so we couldn't call for help....
CTO_Davidson says:
::starts scanning the planet surface::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::staring at the planet, eyes narrowing::
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO/CTO: and so far the nanoprobe hasn't tried to hurt anyone else.
Host CO_Skye says:
CMO: I know...we'll figure something out...but I still need you to find that thing.
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain...I have found something interesting here.
CSO_Lys says:
::his arms still around his wife, he begins to walk her towards the exit::
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO: It might not have come in contact with anyone else yet....
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Let's hope it's good news.
CMO_Bishop says:
::shakes her head at Sam and winks:: CO: Do I honestly have any other priorities right now.... ::smirks and takes her station again::
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: It seems I have found a Central Library in one of the cities on the planet surface...
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: Were any of the LR comm systems used when it activated?
OPS_Lys says:
CSO:  I am confused about something.  Why did Commander Skye answer me as captain?
Host CO_Skye says:
CMO: This is your biggest priority....
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::looks over at Mr. Davidson::
OPS_Lys says:
::Pulls him to a stop::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: What makes you say that?
OPS_Lys says:
CSO:  What is wrong?  Are you hurt?
CSO_Lys says:
::stops and turns, looking into her eyes::  OPS: Jason and Keely have left and Sam has been given command of the Hayden.
OPS_Lys says:
::Her eyes wander over him, concern evident in her eyes and voice.::
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO: I don't know, Ensign. There could have been.... I was operating on someone at the time
OPS_Lys says:
::Her eyes move to his::  OPS:  They left?  But...::Frowns and goes back to the question about him, the other could wait.::
CEO_Ivanova says:
CO: Ma'am was the LR comm system in use during the time the nanoprobe awakened?
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: It's a fairly large building...larger then any other building.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: You'd be the one to know or find that out.
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: And I'll be fine... there was an incident... we lost a good man...
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: And that makes it a library?
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO: I'm sure you could easily go back through the sensor logs to find that out, Ensign
OPS_Lys says:
::Quietly::  CSO:  Who?
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: I am still going to look into it doctor.
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: Lenard  ::looks down::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::runs through comm logs::
CMO_Bishop says:
::nods at the CEO::
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: There are many signals going in…but few going out. And the fact I can read the sign over the door
CSO_Lys says:
::the memory still a little too fresh, Talan goes ashen::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: A data storage facility perhaps...
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: The sign would help...
OPS_Lys says:
CTO:  Oh...::Doesn't know what to say.::  Slips her arm back around him and heads for their quarters.::  It can wait... ::Looks up at him.::  When you are ready.
CTO_Davidson says:
XO: That is what I was thinking...
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Yes....
OPS_Lys says:
::Shakes her head.  So much had changed in so little time.::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: If we could get down there.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: What exactly were you doing to the nanoprobe to cause it to activate?
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: Shall I try to hack into the system?
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Can you see if you can upload any of the information to one of the shuttles?
CSO_Lys says:
::loves how she always knows what to say:: OPS: Sam needs me on the bridge.  I'm sure you want to see Katie and Sean.
CMO_Bishop says:
::configures a signal to be sent to the probe at various intervals, telling it to return to it's container in Sickbay::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: I don't want to upload it to the Hayden in case it's corrupted.......while we can jettison a shuttle if need be.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: I'll be in the shuttlebay.
OPS_Lys says:
::Knowing he was needed, she nods her head.::  CSO:  I presume I should head up shortly...  ::A question in her voice.::
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Excellent.
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO: I wasn't doing anything to it... I was using another one at the time.... when I put the one I was using back... I noticed the other one was gone
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::makes his way to the shuttlebay::
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: Orders then Captain?
CSO_Lys says:
::waits for her to go on, there being something she needs to ask::
OPS_Lys says:
::Shakes her head.::  CSO:  Go on.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Hold our position...keep running continuous scans, keep me apprised.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: You have a nano probe sample i can look at, doctor?
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: Aye Captain ::runs another scan::
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: Yes, you'll be needed I'm sure.  There is a lot to fill you in on... ::considers the dead bodies and thinks it is better she doesn't know all of the details::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::enters the shuttlebay and picks a shuttle closest to the bay doors::
OPS_Lys says:
CSO:  I will see you soon then.  You take this turbolift, I will take the next.
CMO_Bishop says:
::nods:: CEO: There's one in sickbay, but it's been deactivated... you can look at it, but I don't want you doing anything to it...
CSO_Lys says:
::nods and kisses his wife once more before disappearing into the lift and back to the bridge::
CTO_Davidson says:
*XO*: If you need a hand let me know Commander.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: I would like to look at it let’s go to sickbay together to examine it.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
*CSO*: Mr. Lys I could use your help in the shuttlebay.
OPS_Lys says:
::Waits for the next turbolift.::
CSO_Lys says:
::as the lift opens on the bridge and Talan catches Sam's eye, the message from the XO comes through.  He shrugs and orders the lift back to the shuttlebay::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::begins to cut data connection in the shuttle computers with the Hayden::
CMO_Bishop says:
::nods:: CEO: Alright then... ::gets up and heads into the TL with the CEO::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
*CO*: I have cut all computer uplink with the Hayden Captain.
CSO_Lys says:
::the doors open and he sees his wife, a light smile on his face::
Host CO_Skye says:
*XO*: Good......Let me know if you can get anything....
Host Klord says:
Action: the TL doors open in front of Coreena and there stands Lys
CEO_Ivanova says:
OPS: Hello, Ensign Lys.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::begins to tie in with the data stream going into the library::
OPS_Lys says:
::Her eyes open wide, curiously::
CSO_Lys says:
OPS: I couldn't stay away.  ::steps out of the lift and holds the door for his wife::
CEO_Ivanova says:
TL: Sickbay.
OPS_Lys says:
::Nodding her head slowly, steps in, then reaches for a last kiss.::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::continues to tap console buttons:: Ok lets see what we can find...
CSO_Lys says:
::returns the kiss then waves as the lift doors close and he heads back into the shuttlebay::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
*CO*: I've contacted Cmdr. Lys to assist me.
OPS_Lys says:
::knowing something was up and she would find out later.::  Computer, deck 2.
CTO_Davidson says:
::keeps an active sensor lock on the Central Library?
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: So, how are you kids going?
Host CO_Skye says:
*XO*: That's fine...The CTO is running scans for me.
CSO_Lys says:
::finds the commander:: XO: What can I do for you, sir?
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::looks at the data, same encoded stuff:: Figures...
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO: Well Selligna is doing what all infants do... eating, sleeping, and pooping.. she's starting to stay awake longer between naps... her brother enjoys that....
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: They have found what we think is a data center on the planet; I was trying to tie into it. But as you can see it is encoded.
OPS_Lys says:
::As the turbolift stops, she turns toward her quarters and quickly makes her way there.::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::arrives at sickbay::
CMO_Bishop says:
::leads the way into sickbay:: CEO: The container is over here...
Host XO_Jokeg says:
*CO*: The data is encoded like what we encountered on the ship.
CTO_Davidson says:
CO:I have an active sensor lock on the Central Library...no change...
CEO_Ivanova says:
:::takes a look at it and runs a scan::
OPS_Lys says:
::Entering, she tosses the heavy bag onto the couch and drops down with a tired sigh.  It had been a long trip back by herself and an intense few moments before boarding.::
CSO_Lys says:
::looks at the data:: XO: There was a mention in the merchant vessels computer of a data center on the planet.  I figured it to be heavily protected.  I'm amazed we were able to get in.  ::starts typing in a few commands::
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: Didn't after they try to get the info they were attacked?
Host CO_Skye says:
*XO*: Any way to decipher it?
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Looks to be the same encryption as on the ship, I should be able to start decoding it momentarily.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: I would think so as well, but if they are confident that we cannot crack the coding, guess they figured it would be a waste in protecting it.
OPS_Lys says:
::Considering how she came aboard, she knew she should probably go to the bridge, resting later.  But first she needed to get refreshed.  She heads for the bathroom and shower.::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
*CO*: Cmdr Lys is going to start working on it.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Yep...so keep your eyes open.
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: This isn't sitting well with me Captain...
Host CO_Skye says:
*XO*: Sounds good.
CSO_Lys says:
::becomes serious for a moment::  XO: Guess they didn't count on me ::watches the data start to decode::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: I'm sorry, Davidson.  This is safer than sending people down.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::grins::
CEO_Ivanova says:
::Notices something:: CMO: The nanoprobe is a highly advance bioneural similar to the organic tech used in the Hayden computer.
CTO_Davidson says:
CO: It would be safer to risk two or three people rather then the whole ship
CEO_Ivanova says:
*CO*: Captain, I was thinking if you can run a diagnostic of the bioneural gelpacs of the ship system's for me ma'am.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: I sure would like to go down there...
CMO_Bishop says:
::blinks and looks at her like she has 4 heads:: CEO: What? That's impossible... it's a simple microprobe...
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: We send people down; they'll come after the whole ship anyway.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: No, it is similar to the system run by the ship.
CSO_Lys says:
XO: Only if you take me with you...  I'm getting something... this is incredible....
CTO_Davidson says:
::scans the system::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::looks over::
Host CO_Skye says:
*CEO*: You can run that scan from Sickbay, Ensign.
OPS_Lys says:
::Feeling better, she quickly dresses, pulling her red hair back into braid.::
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: It looks like we have some type of cybernetic/semi-organic system doctor.
CEO_Ivanova says:
Computer: Run a diagnostic scan on the bioneural gelpacks on the ship.
OPS_Lys says:
::Finished, she finally takes a look around her familiar quarters.::  It is good to be home.  ::With a smile, she exits.::
CSO_Lys says:
::taps his comm badge to relay the information to the bridge simultaneously::  *Bridge*/XO: Seems that the robot population continued to increase on the planet that they finally reached a level... a critical mass... that they spontaneously developed their own artificial intelligence among themselves.
CMO_Bishop says:
::shakes her head:: CEO: I don't believe it.... I've been using these things for years... how can it just now suddenly be a cybernetic being?
CEO_Ivanova says:
::turning to the doctor:: CMO: I think the best thing to do is go over the ship's bioneural gelpac.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: That is incredible...
CSO_Lys says:
*Bridge*/XO: The inhabitants of the planet soon discovered was going on and realized that they needed to control or destroy the robots.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: Well maybe it somehow evolved. Were these a prototype microprobe? Doctor bishop.
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO: Do it... this might narrow down our search.
CSO_Lys says:
*Bridge*/XO: The tried to destroy them with a massive EMP, magnitudes stronger than anything tried before.
OPS_Lys says:
::Stepping into the turbolift.::  Computer, bridge.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: I guess it didn't work.
CMO_Bishop says:
::shakes her head:: CEO: Prototype? Hardly... as I said... I've been using them for years... for complex operations and such.... they operate using simple ULF waves... I can't believe that it's gotten reprogrammed like this....
CEO_Ivanova says:
::taps combadge:: *CO*/*XO*/CSO*: The nanoprobe is similar in structure some of the ship's system. It has a bioneural part of it.
CSO_Lys says:
*Bridge*/XO: It seems they were only partially successful.  While they managed to wipe out half of the robot population, the intelligence matrix was untouched and continued on.
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: I don't think it should be able to do this unless; some of the other ship systems were affected.
OPS_Lys says:
::There is a hesitance to her as she waits for the doors to open.  When the do, she steps out to pause, her eyes automatically going to the captains chair.::
CSO_Lys says:
*Bridge*/XO: Probably acting in self-defense, the robots rose up to destroy their creators.  However, in the process that has labeled all organics as their mortal enemies.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::shakes his head::
CSO_Lys says:
*Bridge*/XO:  The robots were quick to adapt to the planet's population's attempts to stop them...  ::pauses for a moment::  they developed EMP shielding.  ::turns and exchanges a look with the XO::
CTO_Davidson says:
*CSO*: That doesn’t sound good....
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: Would have been nice to know before we went over there...
CSO_Lys says:
*Bridge*/XO: The robots are taking the ships to form their own fleet and to expand their realm of control and keep themselves safe.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: What if we introduced a virus.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Feeling eyes on the back of her head.....she turns around:: OPS: Coreena?
Host Klord says:
Action: the shuttles COM console is suddenly hit by massive feedback and erupts in a shower of sparks and fire
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO: Well then, now that we know what this one is... we know what to look for in the other one... we weren't looking for the right kind of probe...
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::covers his eyes::
CSO_Lys says:
::shields his face from the sparks::
CTO_Davidson says:
::turns around:: OPS: Coreena is that you?
OPS_Lys says:
::Walks slowly toward the Skye::  CO:  Captain?
CEO_Ivanova says:
CMO: No, wonder we couldn't find it.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::grabs Lys and heads out of the shuttle::
Host CO_Skye says:
OPS: Kinda odd saying that to me, huh?
OPS_Lys says:
::Nods her head slowly, a shy smile peeking out.::
CSO_Lys says:
::allows himself to be moved out, still reeling at the implications of what he has just read::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
*CO*: We lost the stream, and the shuttle it seems.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: You ok?
CSO_Lys says:
::stands up and brushes himself off:: XO: I'll be fine... you?
Host CO_Skye says:
*XO*: Lovely......Report to the bridge.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: I'm fine, I think.
Host CO_Skye says:
OPS: Does it seem odd to be called, Ensign?
CSO_Lys says:
::nods::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::heads to the bridge with the CSO::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: I really hate these things...
CMO_Bishop says:
CEO: Well you get back up to the bridge, I'll get at it from down here... there are a few things I want to work on in my lab
OPS_Lys says:
::Frowns, listening to the comm and the captain.::  CO:  I don't know.  I have only heard it once and that was at an odd ceremony.
Host CO_Skye says:
OPS: I can imagine.  When we have a little more time.....we'll talk.  We've missed having you aboard, Coreena.
CTO_Davidson says:
::checks the planet surface again::*Sec Teams*: Discard the EMP Grenades and use standard issue round for phasers...
OPS_Lys says:
CO:  Thank you ma'am.  Permission to return to duty?
Host CO_Skye says:
OPS: Permission granted.
Host Klord says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>

